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 Civics and Citizenship Curriculum Mapping — A Most Liveable City (Online) 
 Relevant Inquiry question:  
 How do citizens participate in an interconnected world? 

The Intersection Urban Learning (TIUL) online walks and workshops share stories and discussion points throughout the CBD of Melbourne. They are delivered through a 
mixed mode of video, live and written content and can be streamed to individual students or a whole class. In addition to experienced facilitators, they provide employment 
opportunities for a small number of community members through Stream the Neighbour. 

Content Descriptions - Skills How TI Addresses 

Critically evaluate information and ideas from a range of sources in 
relation to civics and citizenship issues and ideas [ACHCS084] 
• Explore text for stereotypes and assumptions 
• Comparing and contrasting policies about an issue (not delivered in the 

walk but easy to do as followup?) 

Account for different interpretations and points of view [ASHCS085] 
• Take on roles in a discussion to explore various points of view about an 

issue 

Recognise and consider multiple perspectives and ambiguities, and use 
strategies to negotiate and resolve contentious issues. [ACHCS086] 
• Recognise common issues need to be seen through diverse lenses 
• Recognise that people will not always agree and using strategies to accept 

different opinions/perspectives 

Reflect on their role as a citizen in Australian, regional and global contexts 
[ACHCS089] 
• Considering the Australian & regional future and how students might 

contribute as active and informed citizens

Unpacks and explores the nature of stereotypes and demonstrates that there is a danger in only 
hearing a single story (a stereotype).   

In depth unpacking of stereotyping and how it affects society, through storytelling and discussion.  
Bringing understanding that difference of opinion comes from each persons lived experience. 

Raises questions about what stories are easy/hard to hear.  Some stories or voices are heard more in 
society.  We will explore different stories to the ones that are the easiest to hear.   

Explores wealth and poverty in society and raises questions about who are the winners and who are 
the losers.   

Invites students to consider different perspectives through  
• Participation in role playing.   
• Story telling of historic events and personal anecdotes. E.g. colonisation, land ownership, wealth 

and power. 

Explores different spaces in the city and how they may feel to different groups of people 

Demonstrates through story telling and spaces that we are social beings who need each other and 
need connection.   

Invites and challenges students   
• To connect and get to know their neighbours and become active citizens. 
• To see that the character of our society is really up to each us and how we live and participate in 

the world, in our neighbourhood, school, street. 
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Content Descriptions - Knowledge How TI Addresses 

How and why individuals and groups, including religious groups, 
participate in and contribute to civic life [ACHCK079]  
exploring the concept of the common good and how religious groups foster 
social justice 
Explore the ways individuals contribute to civic life 

The influence of a range of media, including social media, in shaping 
identities and attitudes to diversity [ACHK080] 
- analysing how media represent different groups in Australian society and 
assessing the impact those representations have on community 
cohesiveness

Provides an example of a religious organisation (church) participating in the civic life of the city by 
moving in and becoming good neighbours.    

Asks students to consider if some of the major issues faced today (mental health/addiction/
homelessness) are private issues or societal issues.  

Explores  
• The notion of the common good by use of storytelling, expert opinion and statistics; and   
• Via statistics, issues of poverty, wealth, mental health and drugs compared to examples of media 

coverage of some past events/issues faced in Melbourne. 

Invites students to  
• see that their own health and wellbeing is tied in to the health and wellbeing of those around 

them. 
• to contribute to civic life; a good life can only be lived for others. 
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